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nts gathered to watch a Dallas Cowboy romp O\'er the Buffalo Bills 52-17 in Super Bowl XXVJJ Sunday afternoon at Stix. Approximately 60 people were in a11e11dance.

story 011page12.

mors of cuts
ta problem
concern for the secsec u ti ve year that
summer school probt be the victim of
dget cuts, both interand five- and eightes will be offered as
this year, the protor said last week.
er School Director
Simpson said she
word of the rumors
summer school office
four or five calls from
cd students. Simpson
'd the secretary of the
r school program and
President David Jorns'
received even more
calls.
have no idea bow the
staned," Simpson said.
y thing that I can think
1bat last year there was a
• in funding and money
liken away from the sumscbool program. We have
n level funding for this
summer program.
concern is that I don't
t students to plan their
ules based on wrong
tion," Simpson said. "It
portant that we get the
tion out to students that
rumor is not true."
ugh some cutbacks will

be made this year in funding for
the university, no cuts will be
made in Eastern ·s summer budget, Simpson said. She and Vice
President for Academic Affairs
Barbara Hill , who was then
serving as Eastern's acting
president, made that decision
last fall based on the importance of the program to students.
"We decided that the program s hould be left alone,"
Simpson said. "It is imponant
to students because it is used as
a third semester so that the students can graduate on time."
Less than a week after students returned to campus for
the spring semester last year,
Gov. Jim Edgar proposed an
across-the-board 3 percent
" budget callback" to affect
nearly all of Illinois' budget.
Board of Governors officials
warned then portion s of the
summer school program may be
targeted to absorb some of the
cuts at Eastern. Most of the
state's requested cuts were later
taken from adminstrative
offices and other fix.ed , noninstructional campus costs,
leaving l992's summer schedule in place as planned.
The schedule for summer
session will be published early
next month as a supplement to
The Daily Eastern News.

Governors Probe continues into
considering alleged bookstore scam
health care By JOHN FERAK
the investigation," Crites said.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
nation's governors. saying universal health care is a "moral
imperative," began formal consideration Sunday for their proposal to extend coverage to all
Americans.
The proposal adopted by a
committee of the National
Governors Association calls for
guaranteed access to health care
for every citizen and minimum
federal standards to reduce medical liability costs.
Under its "managed competitive" approach, the government
would maintain a national
database through which consumers could receive information about the cost and quality of
health care services.
ln addition, the government
would expand its support for primary and preventive health care
programs, including periodic
health screenings, prenatal care,
well-baby care and childhood
immunizations.
"Everybody's looking for a
broad-based basic framework,"
said South Carolina Gov. Carroll
Campbell, a Republi ca n and
member of the committee that
designed the plan.
The full association will vote
Tuesday on the plan, which will
be presented to Congress and
President Clinton, who only
recently left the organization's
ranks. The governors will meet
•Continued on page 2

Campus editor
After beginning an investigation of Eastern's Union
Bookstore nearly nine weeks
ago. Illinois State Police are
still looking into the "purcbasi ng irregularities" charges
brought to their attention by a
university vice president.
The investigation is being
handled by the state police's
Illinois Division of Internal
Investigation. Maj. Robert
Crites is the supervisor of the
department's investigation.
Crites said the reason the
investigation seems long and
drawn out is due to a greater
workload at the state police
office.
"We've been really busy over
here with lots of early retirements of officers and several
other cases too," Crites said.
"It's still just on-going, but we
should have some leads in two
weeks."
The bookstore, located in the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, has been
under inves tigation since
November fo r "purchasing
irregularities." Police and university officials have remained
silent about the reasons for their
inquiries about the store. citing
that the situation currently
under investigation.
"I'm not the person handling

"I'm the supervisor of it. There
are other people doing the work
on the (bookstore) investigation."
Crites refused to give the
names of the officers currently
investigating the bookstore.
Lou Hencken , acting vice
president for student affairs,
who is in charge of the bookstore, said, "I haven't been in
contact with them (state police)
lately. AJI I know is that it's an
on-going investigation and they
haven't updated me lately."
It was Hencken who first
alerted the state police to the
school's concern of irregularities at the bookstore.
Hencken added the fact the
investigation of the bookstore
bas not been completed after
nine weeks is all right with him.
"I would rather the police do
a good job of their investigation
than to rush and get it done and
it be not thorough," Hencken
said.
Bookstore Manager Molly
Grady said she is not answering
any questions relating to the
bookstore itself. All questions
regarding the booksto re are
being handled by Hencken and
Joan Gossett, Eastern's director
of the union, Grady said.
Gossen could not be reached
for comment by press time on
Sunday.

Monday, February
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Monday with Clinton to discuss
health care and other issues.
Clinton made universal health
care a central theme of his campaign last year, but has not yet
unveiled his plan.
In addition to implementing
nationwide coverage, be promised
an annual spending cap on health
care, tax changes to discourage
rapid increases in drug prices,
insurance reforms including a universal claim form and "pools"
allowing small businesses to band
together to buy more affordable
coverage.
Clinton has received promises
of cooperation from state officials
and the medical community has
agreed with the idea of universal
health care but been unable to
refine a proposal of its own to
submit to the president.
Last month, the insurance
industry proposed a sweeping universal care plan that would be
financed partly by taxing
Americans with generous benefits. The nation ·s business community, concerned about rising

costs of health care coverage.
have generally embraced Clinton's cost containment ideas.
Democratic Gov. Evan Bayh of
Indiana said governors were motivated by fears that the economy
and federal budget deficit will not
improve .. unless we deal with
health care." Texas Gov. Ann
Richards, a Democrat, abandoned
an attempt to exclude the so-called
"tort reform" language addressing
medical liability costs. The final
draft of the plan proposes that
Congress set nationwide limits on
malpractice liability and allow
states to adopt even tighter restrictions.
Tort reform backers generally
support limits on medical liability
coverage. believing such curbs
will bring medical malpractice
costs under control and result in
lower health care costs.
Gov. Lawton Chiles, a Florida
Democrat, warned that the federal
government "ain't gonna want this
ball" and Congress would prefer
that the states deal with the issue.
Cost containment is a major
focus of the proposal. which says

that costs cannot be controlled
"unless and until every legal resident has health insurance." It goes
on to say that "universal health
care is both a moral imperative
and an invaluable cost containment tool." The proposal also recommends:
• A national health care board
that includes state and local representatives.
• Federal minimum standards
for the regulation of health insurance developed in consultation
with the states. Included would be
limits on the variation in rates that
different individuals and groups in
the medical community charge. It
also would include guaranteed
renewability.
• A single national claim form
developed jointly by the states and
the federal government and development of an electronic billing
network.
• Limits on the tax deductions
for health insurance for both
employers and employees.
Employer-paid insurance above
the limit would be taxable to
either the employer or the worker.
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The Daily Eastern News

'Black 9-lis to
Afontti
'1£,S;say Ctant~s
L Entries should be 500 words or
less.Essays should portray a perso
time period, or event--local or other
wise--which promoted the advancement of cult ural diversity or which
pr omote cultural diversity in the
fut ure.
2. The contest is open to all studen
with the exc~ption of those current!
working for Student Publications an
any past editors of these publicatio
3. Entries must be submitted to
Daily Eastern News Office no later
than 4pm on Friday, Feb. 19.
4. Judging will take place the week
Feb. 20-25.
5. Awards will be given at the
Parent's Appreciation Luncheon on
Saturday, February 27.

Anyone else inte re sted in sponsoring the e¥
call Evette Pearson a t 581-2812.
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Israeli news media and officials that tied Palestinians in
the United States to Hamas.
The reports coincided with an attempt by hracl to
deflect international condemnation of its Dec. 17
expulsion of some 400 Palestinians to Lebanon. Israel
said the Palestinians were linked to radical Muslim
groups that killed six soldiers in early December.
Hamas. founded in 1987 in the early days of the
Palestinian uprising, wants Israel and the occupied
West Bank and Gaza Strip to become an Islamic state.
An Israeli security official. speaking on condition of
anonymity, said Salah and Jarad signed confessions
outlining their links to Hamas and were being held in a
military prison in the occupied territories.
He said the men, who have lived in the United States
about 20 years. had not yet been charged.

SPRING CAREER DAY/JOB FAIR

Monday-

Wednesday - $2. 50 Pitchers

Israel accuses Arab-Americans of links to Hamas
JERUSALEM (AP) - Israel said Sunday that two
Arab-Americans detained in the West Bank are suspected of distributing hundreds of thousands of dollars
to rebuild a radical Muslim movement in the occupied
territories.
Army and government statements said Mohammed
Salah. 39. and Mohammed Jarad. 36. both from the
Chicago area. were believed 10 be high-ranking
activist<; of Hamas in the United States and had links to
the movement in England.
Families of the men in the United States denied earlier reports that Jarad and Salah were linked to Hamas.
Jarad was born in the West Bank town ofRamallah and
Salah was born in Jerusalem. and relatives said they
had returned to visit family.
The men were arrested Monday amid reports by

..
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, Daily Specials

Governors

The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1,2 &3 Bedroom
St. James Place
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Cen tral A.C.
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves
· Bal conies

(1 9 0 5) S. 12th St.)
• l & 2 Bedroom U
• Fully Furnished
• A.C.
• Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

Still Available For Fall
Call Anytime 348-14 79 For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30-5:30 p.m. - M - F
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Cultural Week has
low student turnout

s look on as a third teammate bumps the ball in the Circle K International volleyball tournament
ernoon in Lantz Gym. Circle K International, a local, national, and international service organia tournament to raise money for the Spastic Paralysis Foundation.

S Awareness Week begins
wareness Week, running
day through Saturday.
re are many different
es that (the AIDS
Week Planning
ittee and Office of
·on) have planned for the
said Lynette Drake, direclhe office of orientation,
alcohol and drug infonnaith the large number of
activities going on, we
quite a turnout."
AIDS Awareness Week
g Committee has sched-

uled a total of 16 different events.
Monday's events will run all
day with Cathy Reyonlds from the
Coles County Health Department
present "illV, AIDS, and Testing,"
in Cannan Hall at 7 p.m.
An AIDS video special, "ln A
New Light," will run from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the
McDonalds Dining Area of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Information about AIDS will be
available throughout the day at a
table set up in the Union's walkway lounge. Videos include "Time
Out," "Ryan White Story,"
"Shadow of Love," "Stories of the
Quilt" and the "Allison Gerts
Story."
To make AIDS Awareness

Week known to everyone, red ril>bo n s, which are sponsored by
United Gospel Church, were given
to all faculty members and will be
made available to all Eastern students by the Student Action Team.
The week's fust activity came
on Sunday with as "The HIV
Dating Game," a question-answer
session about students' personal
views about AIDS and how they
feel about the HIV virus. There
were questions and comments on
the effect the illV virus and AIDS
has had on friendships. dating and
relationships in the 1990s.
The activities for this year's
AIDS Awareness Week were
coordinated by the AIDS Awareness Week Planning Committee.

BA to hold executive elections
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Allies Union
Id elections for its executive board Monday
regular meeting.
union will meet Monday at 6:30 p.m. in
228 of Coleman Hall.
nt Executive Director Sarah Patience said
anization plans to elect a new executive
tor, political director and secretary.
ations for the offices were held last week.
a part of AIDS Awareness Week, the union

will co-sponsor with the Taylor Hall Council a
group discussion titled "My Life with AIDS"
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in Taylor Hll;ll Lobby. The event
will feature two men who are HIV-positive discussing the reality of living with AIDS.
The union is also conducting a letter-writing
campaign to Washington, D.C., on the issue of
gays in the military. Patience said union members
will fax letters supporting the lifting of the ban on
homosexuals to members of Congress.
"This is something we really need to do,"
Patience said. "The time to act on this issue is
now."

,.~arty's

"We will be looking to see
By TERESA JOHNSON
what happened, and a way of
Activities editor
-------------t<·rnproving next year's turnAdvertising and student out," she said.
apathy were blamed as the
lo the awards ceremony on
main causes for the lower- Friday, first place awards went
than-expected turnout experi- to Andrews Hall in the Ethnic
enced through last week's Food Taste contest and Sigma
Cultural Diversity Week.
Nu fraternity in the window
Lisa Abston, coordinator of painting contest.
University Board's Human
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority
Potential Committee and for won first in overall participaCultural Diversity Week, said tion. Second and third-place
she had hoped for a better stu- finished in the Ethnic Food
dent turnout.
Taste contest went to the
"We had kind of a low Residence Hall Authority and
turnout," Abston said. "The Sigma Nu fraternity, respecadvertisement might be to tively.
blame.
The HSU took second place
"Apathy could be to blame," and the BSU took third in the
Abston added. "The only way window painting competition.
it will work is if people will
"There was a reception for
attend."
all the events," Abston said.
Event attendance averaged "People hung around where
approximately 40 people, they conversed with the speakwhich Abston said was low ers."
considering the amount of stuCultural diversity could be
dents on campus.
too vague of a phrase for many
"There was advertising in of Eastern's faculty and stuThe Daily Eastern News and dents to understand, said sociflyers were up," she said.
o 1o gy professor Richard
Low participation caused Swartzbaugh.
the cancellation of the Cultural
Swartzbaugh said the term
Diversity Fair. Only the Black cultural diversity is used so
Student Union and Hispanic much it is sometimes misunStudent Union were planning derstood.
to use the fair to display art.
Abston disagreed.
Abston said anyone could
"The term, (cultural diversihave participated, adding the ty) is self explanatory which is
fair was held so different cul- to learn about diverse cultures
tures could showcase their from all countries," she said.
clothing, art or food.
Students' lack of motivation
Cultural Diversity Week had to come to the events - and not
kicked off its activities Mon- lack of understanding - was
day with an opening ceremony. one of the main reasons the
Speakers included President attendance was low, Abston
David Jorns, acting Vice said.
President for Student Affairs
"I am hopeful for next
Lou Hencken and members of year," she added.
various campus organizations.
Swartbaugh said, "Culture
During the week, activities is the most important thing in
ranged from the Ethnic Food anthropology and to human
Taste and Fashion Food Show, beings. It is an important gento a video from the series eral thing in life.
"Eyes on the Prize," and a
"(Culture) provides people
one-man play entitled, to survive and it is important
"Malcolm X" to the Native to know other backgrounds."
American performance and a he added.
video for Hispanic Awareness
Swartzbaugh said adminisDay.
trators and journalists use the
Abston said Native Amer- term cultural diversity as an
ican singer Jack Gladstone and ideological catch-phrase which
the one-man play on Malcolm has yet co be defined. He did
X had the highest turnouts of say. however, understanding
the week, each getting about between cultures is good.
80 students.

Correction
A student was misidentified in Wednesday's edition of The Daily
Eastern News. Shannon Murphy was misidentified as being Mike
Murphy.
In the Friday edition of The News, it stated thac Eastem's Judicial
Board handles grade appeals. J-Board does not handle grade appeals.
The News regrets the error.

ALPHA-SIGMA ALPHA
INFORMAL RUSH

LUNCH SPECIAL
rilled BBQ Chicken Sandwich
only $299
$3 Pitchers
tonite: 3 for 1 Chili Dogs
. PATS T-SHIRTS ARE IN!

FEBRUARY 2&3
7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
at Greek Court.
For rides & info Call:

581-6594

o:~~ Eastern News

OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1993

Unity: Black,
History essay
contest theme
I

For the 5th consecutive year, The Dally
Eastern News will sponsor the Black
History Month essay contest.
The theme, "Unity: Why Can't We All Just
Get Along?" will give individuals a chance
to realize the biases within themselves,
while trying to realize why Americans are
having such a hard time getting along.
The Incidents that have occurred during
the past year have been hard-hitting facts
that the human race Is not getting along.
For Instance, the beating
0
of Rodney King, the
verdict surrounding the
beating and the riots that occurred as an
aftermath of both incidents.
Black History month Is a time to learn
about black culture and struggles that surround it. Hopefully, during the next 28
days, everyone will have an opportunity to
get a taste of black culture through the
various events going on during this month.
The theme for the Black History month
essay contest was decided upon because
"The News" Is trying to find out why
Americans are having such a hard time
getting along.
Evidence of a nation kllling Itself Is on
the streets of Chicago where young men
are dying of colors and youths In L.A. and
New York will result to using a gun at the
first stroke of violence.
The theme for the contest is not just a
theme, it is a challenge from The News to
the entire campus and community.
Essays could be based on personal experiences, but could also deal with the experience of others.
Entering the contest, whether you're a
writer or not may reveal something about
yourself and the world that you live in. The
essays should be be at least 500 words
typewritten on the theme Unity: Why Can't
We All Just Get Along? Deadllne for the
entries will be Feb. 19 at 4 p.m.
The News challenges you to ftnd out the
reasons why.

Take me back to the real Illino·
One of my biggest fears Is
having a conversation with the
locals here in Southern Illinois.
It Is almost like trying to cross a
language barrier.
"Uh. hi," I say. "I was wondering If you could tell me
where I am?"
Immediately I've been
pegged as an "out-of-towner" I said "hi" instead of howdy or Chrts
"how do"
Seper
"Yup," it replies. "Yup" Is the - - - - - - •
standard answer. Instead of the direct one of giving
the town's name - which usually winds up to be
Nowheresvllle.
"Well, could you tell me where I am," I counter.
"I'd reckon about 20 miles away from Mlnlvllle
just south of Somewhere and about two miles north
of End Of The Road City."
"So I'm In Giiman."
"Yep."
One would think a three and a half hour drive
wouldn't cause much disorientation. But somewhere In my trek to Eastern. I must have taken a
wrong turn.
I thought I was staying In llllnols.
Gone are the towns like Aurora, Naperville and
Chicago, cities with populations anywhere from
100.000 to more than 1 mllllon. Now, speedbump
towns like Strawn, Fairbury and Findlay - all containing a robust populations of approximately 500 surround me with some kind of odd, hometown.
grit-and-grizzle attitude.
Where Is Gino's pizza? Where did the Alley go?
Where Is the Fine Art's theatre? Where Is Medusa's
·dance club?
They're gone, swept off the map by the Great
Southern Illinois Reconstruction. Gino's has been

replaced with Jerry's, the Alley with Dale
Fine Arts with Will Rogers and Medusa's
switched with The Lighthouse.
I've gone from a newspaper like the
Tribune - that gives priority to teams llke
and Bulls - to the Charleston nmes Courlehas a sports section topped with a stories
Charleston Trojans and the Mattoon Green
The only reason Eastern isn't called
Illinois University is because Southern
first. If It hadn' t, Eastern would be called
and our friends In Carbondale would
Upper Northern Kentucky University Ann
There is an Invisible line that separa
Illinois" from "South llllnols." It's almost as
Mason-Dixon line Is drawn, creating a
Moline to Peoria to Bloomington to C
finally finishing off at Danville.
And even that cut. which leaves the
part of llllnols with one-third of the state, Is
vatlve. Strawn. Fairbury. Paxton, Gibson
other towns along routes 24 and 45 are
comparable to my northern homeland.
Our capitol of Springfield has even
up In the state's southern trappings. H
look of an actual town, tractors freely r
Its streets and, once a year. the town col
hog heaven during the llllnols State Fair.
People say Eastern is In Central llllnots.
so, I'm scared to imagine what Iles
Charleston.
I'm still searching for some sort of
roadmap, a compass or anything. I'm trying
something that would tell me where I
wrong turn and wound up out of Illinois.
Anybody want a soda?
- Chris Seper Is dSSoclate news editor and
ular columnist for The Dally Eastern News.

Edit rlaI

_.."".~''"'A gentle answer turn away
..,...........,.,..wrath, but a harsh word
stirs up anger.
Proverbs 15:1

Your turn•••
extend to ALL of your staff.
-The lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, and Allles Union

Apology from
The News
Marshall was
appreciated
a good man
Dear editor,
Thank you for the apology
regarding Mr. Harris' gay-stereotyping cartoon on the editorial

page.
Like many others, we were
shocked and upset not only by
the blatant Insensitivity shown In
this cartoon, but also that this cartoon made It's way Into the
paper. This was shocking, conslde rl ng the support The Dally
Eastern News has shown the gay
community In the past.
We were all quite pleased to
see the apology printed the next
day. even before we had time to
respond. Once again, thank you
for your apology. and we hope
your standard of promoting
equality and acceptance will soon

for all humans
Dear editor:
Sunday, Jan. 24, 1993, America
lost one of Its most Influential
leaders of the twentieth century.
Thurgood Marshall not only
helped change the laws of
America, but also changed our
ltves.
Thanks to Thurgood Marshall's
contribution to society we have
had the opportunity to llve In a
natlon·that Is cutting Into the
scourge of racism and bigotry .
This man has shown all Americans
that no matter what background
you come from opportunity Is
accessible to all those who persevere and fight what they believe

In.
Thurgood Marshall has
us. through his many I
achievements. that no man
than equal to another. It Is for
sons such as these that both
belleve goals can be achl
regardless of one's color,
religion, or economic
ground. We have seen thr
people like Thurgood Ma
that the American dream
lives within all people who
to make a difference In a
where barriers should not ex
Today. we all should moum
passing of an Individual who
had such a profound effect
clvll rights for all Americans.
both of us will always re
on the day of Thurgood
retirement In 1991 . he sta
did what I could with wh
had." You can ask no mor
anyone.

Monday, February 1, 1993
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of gay ban will save some
s says dead sailor's mom
AGO (AP)
When
Hajdys last talked with
ear-old sailor son. he
he wou ld be home
next time she saw him,
m a coffin - beaten to
Allen Schindler was
Japan, a month after he
Navy he was gay. His
grieves but hopes
Clinton's plan to lift
ban on homosexuals
others from tragedy.
late for Allen," said
~dys. "But maybe this
someone else's life."
the ban should be liftadded. "But it's not
do anything unless the
IS educated .... There are
ople out there. They
ys are going 10 harm
er\ death last October
e a rallying point for
ual activists. who conwas a classic case of gay
They've held a memorie in San Diego. where
lived before his ship
10 Japan. and a candle·1 in Washington.
Hajdys. a 46-year-old
eeper, attended both
But she's not convinced
was gay, though he told
was in 1991.
er really believed him,"
d. remembering how in
h grade she was called
I because her son was
the little girls and was
"the Kissing Bandit."
w he was confused." she
I doesn't mauer if he was
't. No one had a right to

..

Japan, the Navy recently
military equivalent of a
jury hearing to detennine
er Airman Apprentice

___ p

~.AAE•ORT

Terry M. Helvey, 21, of
Westland, Mich., will stand trial
for murder.
Another seaman, Airman
Apprentice Charles A. Yins, 20,
pleaded guilty at a November
court-martial to lesser charges of
concealing a crime and resisting
arrest. He agreed to testify
against Helvey under a pretrial
agreement.
Vins, of Sturgis. Mich .• was
sentenced to one year in custody
and given a bad conduct discharge. according to Navy officials.
"What would you think if your
son were li.illed by his own?"
Mrs. Hajdys asked. "If we were
at war, these would have been
the people who were supposed to
protect him."
Mrs. Hajdys. who divorced
Schindler's father when the boy
was 4. later remarried and is now
widowed, said she's disappointed
in the Navy. She learned many
details of her son's death from
the military newspaper Stars and
Stripes.
" I keep asking the Navy for
the motive," she said. "They
keep telling me they don't know
yet."
Schindler's body was found
Oct. 27 in a public restroom in
Sasebo, Japan, the home base of
his ship, USS Belleau Wood.
When Mrs. Hajdys sa~· her
mutilated son in the funeral
home. she didn't recognize him.
"You couldn't even identify
my son," she said. "His nose was
even with his lips. His head was
caved in. His eyes were back by

his ears. All but two of his ribs
were broken. ... There were two
lacerations on his penis."
Her daughter asked the funeral
home to undo his sleeves. and he
was identified by two tattoos - a
tiger and an emblem of the USS
Midway, the ship he served on
and loved before transferring to
the Belleau Wood in l 99 l.
Schindler was miserable on
the amphibious assault ship.
"He told me he didn't have to
worry about dying and going to
hell, he was already there," his
mother said. "The ship was like
hell."
He even had the stiiching on a
hat changed to read "Helleau
Wood". Friends. his mother said,
reported her son was harassed,
punched and called a fag. Others
told her another gay man on the
ship was assaulted.
Navy officials say they have
no record of Schmdler complaining about harassment.
Two weeh before be died, he
consulted a military attorney,
seeking a discharge.
Twelve hours before he died,
he phoned hi s mother at her
home in south suburban Chicago
Heigh1s.
"He said he was getting out of
the Navy. He would be home
before Christmas for good. He
was going to go to college."
The next day she received
word. Her son was dead.
After Schindler's friends told
Mrs. Hajdys her son kept a diary.
she contacted the Navy. A few
weeli.s ago, she received a photocopy of the nearly :]0-pa'e journal.
In one troubling October entry~ '
he wrote: "More people are finding out about me. It scares me a
little. You never know who
would want to injure me or cease
my existence."

Lambda Chi Alpha
would like to
Thank

REBECCA BUSllOJVG
for two great years
as our

Crescent Girl
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AIDS Awareness Week

~
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January 31 - Februa1y 6, 1993

Adults Infants Drug-users Students UNITED TOGETHER

0

SUNDAY
"The HIV Oatlng Game•
The newwt Issue concemong clatongirelation-

ahops Sludent Panel Omcusslor> faclhlaled by

WASH & WAX
LUBE, OIL &
FILTER CHANGE

$1499

I

SERVICE

:

I

CHANGE FLUID,
FILTER, & GASKET

:$2 499

_

TUESDAY
QUMllone end A~ About HIV
end AIOS Prof-lone.I Panel DrSCUSSion for
al\Jdents Sponsored by the Black Student Union

7pm1And.- Hall lobby
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WHEELS

I

$2699 1I

(Expires 211/93)
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I
LABOR I
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I
I
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Union

AIOS Famlly Feud
Sponsored by S.xual A8sault Counseling and
lnlormaUon Service 7pm.l\.awson Lobby

:

most cars
Includes
1 gal. antifreeze
(Expires 211/93)

AIOS AW111'9nM8
Bulletln Boen! Conteat
Judging for the
RMidence Halla alter4pm

With AIDS' Sponsored by Taylo< and
Company and The Lesbian. Gay, Bisexual Alles
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$2499 $1899 :
4 TIRES

Two Men Share The Aeably _'My Life

8pm/Taylo< Hall Lobby

I COMPUTER BALANCLE I

I

Calhy Reynolds-ColM
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Vldeol·Ryan White Story, Time Out
Stones of the Quoit, Shadow of Love,
Allison Gerts Story, in MU< Jr. Univ.
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Display Table

Or Geranj Saucier from the EIU
~Center at &pnVCannen Hal Lobby
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Jump lot Ille• Jump-Rope-A· Thon

Sponsored by Alpha Kappa Alpha 8pm/MLK Jr. Univ Union Univ.
Ballroom to ent&rconlact Dina at 346-09111$5 entry fee/groups of 4, all proceedt go to local AIDS efforts

THURSDAY
Summon• For Siiier Sex

"Greeb and AIDS' Whet We Need
To Know Sponsored by Kappa Delta Rho
7pm/Phtppe Lacture HaU·Science Building

wlll be dlst!lbu1ed on campus
Sponsored by BACCHUS

AIDS Jeoperdy
Sponsored by BACCHUS and AHA
6:30pm/ Thomas Hal lobby

sex Respect 101 • An lotroduc:tlcn To
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: .
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1111
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When students talk,
Food Service listens
By BRIAN HALL
Staff writer
Students who have problems,
complaints or suggestions about
the food offered by Eastern 's
Food Service should not keep it
to themselves - food service
workers are listening.
"We always respond to suggestions from students and cooks,"
said Bev Sterling, food service
director.
Menu changes include adding
special meals for those students
who do not include meat in there
diet.
Also, other changes include
serving cheese pizza, vegetable
lasagna, making a spaghetti sauce
without meat and putting more
vegetables on the salad bar,
Sterling said.
Sunday brunch menus have
also been altered because of stu-

.

dents• suggestions to supervisors
at each dining service. Previously, cold cuts had sometimes
been offered as the breakfast
items. Through student suggestion. true breakfast items such as
eggs and pancakes are now being
offered at brunch, she said.
Menus are carefully evaluated
each week so the students are
more satisfied with their choices,
Sterling said.
"We try to evaluate the menus
so that the students are able to eat
something that they enjoy at each
meal," Sterling said. "We don't
want to serve two items that the
students like on one night and
(then serve none) the next
(time)."
Changes in food service go
beyond the menu and main
course, however. Sterling said
workers at each individual dining
service are listening to students

and making minor changes that
help to make meals more enjoyable.
Workers at Carman Hall have
made a number of small changes
to meab after taking suggestions
from the students who eat there.
"If the menu calls for a dessert
or side dish that we know the students have had a lot of lately, or
have heard complaints about, we
will change it so that the kids are
happy." said Margie Kimball. a
Carman Hall employee.
In addition, changes made at
Carman by student request
include serving marshmallows
with the hot chocolate and
putting a larger assortment of
condiments on the salad bar.
When students make a suggest ion that will make the meals
more enjoyable to them, Kimball
said they try to accommodate the
students.

Juggling fair coming soon
By JOHN FERAK
Campus editor
Although many students may not be aware it
exists, Eastern's Juggling Club will be hosting its
third annual Juggltng Extravaganza soon m hopes
of recruiting members and getting more students
interested in the sport.
The juggling demonstrations will be held in
McAfee Gymnasium on Feb. 13 from 9 a.m. to 11
p.m. and on Feb. 14 from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m.
Admission is free.
Troy Roark, vice Qresident of the juggling club,
explained jugglers from Eastern and mornbers of
the International Association of Jugglers will
assemble at Eastern to put on various juggling
demonstrations and seminars for the public.
"These are top-notch jugglers from all over the
Midwest," Roark said. "We encourage anybody
who has some interest in learning juggling to see
what this is about."
Kevin Smyk, sophomore and president of the
club, said the Eastern chapter has sent out more
than 300 invitations to people registered with the
International Club, an organization of member

For
Any Occasion

4 Off Party Tray

1

5 Off Three Footer
8 Off a Six Footer

offer expires March 31, 1993

Got a Group? Get the Scoop!

YOUNGSTOWN
/
Spacious 2 Bedroom
-- - Townhouses for 3 & 4
People

V

Fully Furnished

V
V

Dishwashers

V
Y

Gart>age Disposals
Basic Cable Paid
Central Air

Let Sherlock "Homes" Show
You The Way!
CAMBRIDGE & NANTUCKET

345-2363

Christopher Titus
Wednesday, February 3, 1993
8:00 pm Union Rathskellar Ill
$100 Students, $300 General

•

OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT
1~08

SIXTH STREET 217/345-6533
Novv Leasing For '93-'94

• Oldetowne Apts.
• Polk Ave Apts.
• 1420 6th St Apts.

• Heritage Apts
• 4th & Buchanan

345-C>LI>E.

jugglers from six Midwestern states.
"Our estimates right now are that we should
have at least 100 jugglers here," Smyk said. "Now
that people know the events are free, we should
get even more students to come out to watch the
extravaganza.
"One of the our goals of having this performance is to let students know we have a juggling
club," he added. "Less than l percent of Eastern 's
students even know we have a club. This event
will help recruit."
Some of the activitie:. P-lanned for the weekend
performance next lLlonth will include workshops
of interactive Juggltng -- where two people pass
three objects. A workshop on unicycle riding and
another teaching basic techniques of three-ball
juggling are also scheduled in the program.
"One of programs I'll be working on will show
people how to juggle shaker cups," Roark said.
"Shaker cups are like the metal cups used to mix
drinks. I have been able to juggle eight of them at
once. That's supposed to be a world-record."
Eastern 's juggling club meets every Thursday
at 6 p.m. in Lantz Gymnasium. It has about 15
members.

~ D~D11ll ~ ~®

Comedian

FIELD POSITI
AND
INTERNSHI

Environmental mosquito management and aquatic weed control
contractor is now hiring field personnel for 110 seasonal
positions beginning in May. Flexibility to work day and night
crews and -excellent driving record r~uired. Company pa.id
training. Must pass state licensing exam"lo apply pesticides.
For more information, <;lop in and see us...

Wednesday, February 3
Spring Career Day/Job Fair
9:30 - 2:30 University Union
CLARKEEN~RONMENTAL

MOSQUITO MANAGEMENT, INC.
159 N. Garden Ave. • P.O. Box 72288
Roselle, Illinois 60172
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cession costs in Japan
ds to growing suicides
yments on his loans. a
p owner and his wife
early one morning and
in front of a commuter
ies are slashing overying off part-time workd reducing investment
of the recession, and the
number of suicides due
'al problems add to the
cost.
some large companies
for promising lifetime
have started laying peo-

pie off.
"The wonderfully kind,
thoughtful Japanese company
that employs for life is a total
myth," said Paul A. Summerville. an economist at Jardine
Aeming Securities.
The conservative government.
proud
author
of
the
transformation to an economic
super power, is taking the heat
for what some economists call
Japan's worst recession since the
oil shock of the 1970s.
Business leaders and many
politicians accuse Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa of doing

nothing while the economy gets
worse. They want him to cut
taxes and to rush out a supplementary budget aimed at stimulating demand.
Miyazawa also faces pressure
from the Clinton administration
to increase domestic demand as
a means of helping reduce a
trade surplus that surged to a
record $107 billion in 1992.
While the export surplus
grew, so did business failures at
home.
They reached a six-year high
in 1992 of 14,167, up from
10,723 in the previous year.

wmakers question need
r out-of-state tax auditors
INGFIELD(AP) - Some lawmakers are
ing the need for Illinois to employ more
100 tax auditors who neither live nor work in
Department of Revenue says its 103 out-ofauditors ensure that corporations and indiwho do business in Illinois - but are headelsewhere - pay their fair share of Illinois
some lawmakers say the department has not
the five audit bureaus in four states are necesllld efficient. The)' sa)' much of the work can
ormed locally, by computers or by fewer
on sense would suggest that in ttus comage that there has to be a better way - a
efficient way - to gather the information and
work that must be done without having to run

out-of-state offices throughout the country." said
Sen. Penny Severns, D-Decatur.
Revenue officials say the present system is the
best way to reach the 92 percent of the nation's top
1.000 companies located outside Illinois.
"The whole purpose of audits is to ensure everyone ... that no one is not paying their fair share,·•
said Michael Scaduto, the Revenue Department's
audit bureau manager. "Our whole purpose in our
existence is to ensure that voluntary compliance is
kept at its highest possible level." For the year that
ended in June 1991 - the most recent statistics available - Illinois· out-of-state auditors worked about
136,000 hours to collect about $33 million. The
offices cost the state about $3.4 million.
Each out-of-state auditor assessed about $300.000
more on average than their in-state colleagues.
according to the department.

Kevin Kllhoffer/Assoc. photo editor

Practice
Charleston resident Tyler Callis attempts a shot while playing basketball Sunday afternoon in Morton Park. Sunday's temperatures
reached the lower 50's with clear skies.

eavy fighting continues in Bosnia
In neighboring Croatia, that republic's
president threatened to expand a 10-dayold offensive against Serbs in southern
Croatia.
Meanwhile, a gaping hole that developed in a bombed dam in Croatia was
repaired. but the structure still posed a danger of flooding for 20,000 people living
downstream.

EVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP)
·1ed Nations peacekeepers gave up
to restore power in Sarajevo after
· crews were shot at in fighting that
after the collapse of peace talks.
. officials said Sunday.
Heavy fighting also was reported in
parts of the fonner Yugoslav repub-

~--------------------,
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Royal Heights Apartments
1509 S. Second

• Large 3-Bedrooms
• Great Location
<Behind Old White Hen)

ty. and most of it is reserved for vital institutions such as hospitals, bakeries and the
presidency.
None of the approximately 40 U.N. team
members was hurt. Bosnian government
forces fired directly on two U.N. crews. but
it was unknown who shot at the other team,
said a U.N. spokesman, Cmdr. Barry
Frewer.

SIGMA KAPPA

105 W. Lincoln
345-7711

$8

U.N. officers said three teams of engineers and military observers would not try
to fix a main electrical transmission line in
Sarajevo after coming under heavy fire
Saturday despite written guarantees of a
cease-fire by the city's Muslim-led defenders and Serb forces besieging the city.
With temperatures below freezing, only
about a fifth of Sarajevo gets any electrici-

• Central A/C
• 1-1/ 2 Baths

Would Like to Present
It's 1993 New Initiates
J'Yicole Angelos
Jennifer Behrens
Angie Bishop
Michene Cisna
Shannon Crowley
Colleen Feeny
Michelle Gaddini
Piper Gill
carrie Greeney
Susie llayner
Amy llershey
J'Yicole llolland

Julie Schroeder
Elissa lloward
Ann Schwabauer
Sheril llubbart
Dawn lluddleston Jenniefer Sprehe
Stacey Spriet
Jenny MagluHo
Pattie llanMierlo
Joanna Martin
Tracy Volkman
lleidi Matalas
Cyndi IIoiling
!Yield Moats
Mary Whitehead
Joalice Oard
Jenny Whitfield
Angie Odom
llolly Whitbracbt
Beth Patrick
Gina Zamboni
!Yancy Rendl
Melissa Richardson

Garage Parking Available

MONEY TIGHT?

WE ARE LEASING UP FAST SO CALL TODAY!

Sell All the Stuff You Don't Need in
The Daily Eastern News Classifieds

348-5312 OR 1-356-8888
01. Real Estate Broker

~~g .CLASSIFIED AoVERTISIN
ClASSlfW>

ADVtlmSING
POI.ICY ,.
The Dally Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day·s lncor·
rect Insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad wlll appear In
the next edition.
All dasslfted advertising
MUST meet the l p.m.
deadline to appear In the
next day·s publication. Any
ads processed AfTER 2 p.m.
wlll be published In the f'ol·
lowing day's newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
AntR the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted
to The Dally E<lsrem News Is
subject to approval and may
be revised, rejected. or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability If for any
reason It becomes necessary
to omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY
SuVIClS OmaE.D
TRAVU

TRAINING/ScHOOLS

HllPWANTID
WA.NTU>

FREE Battery and electncal test.
FREE installation Battery spe·
cialists. 1519 Madison Ave.
Charleston 345-VOLT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca MWF/00

SPRINGBREAKERS Promote
our Florida Spring Break pack·
ages. Earn MONEY and FREE
trips. ORganlze SMALL or
LARGE groups. Campus
Marketing. 800-423-5264

TRAYD.

- - --Council
-- -on-Aging
~2
Coles
County
seeking responsible caring person to provide In-home care
services to older adults In
Charleston, Oakland, and
Ashmore. Hourly wages,
mileage reimbursement, paid
training, flexible work hours
CNAs. previous house cleaning,
in-home care experience preferred. Call 234-3311 or 348·
5355 for application. E.O.E.

SPRING BREAKI PANAMA CITY
BEACH. QUALITY ACCOMMODATIONS ON THE BEACH!
ONLY $119 PER PERSON. CALL
MIKE AT 581-2484 OR 1·800·
998-TAIP
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _211
SPRING BREAK '93. Best
rates, Best Trip. Groups and
lndlvlduals welcome. Call me
for details. Todd 348-5538.
Leave Message
,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2128

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING •
Earn $2,000+/month + world
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.) Holiday,
Summer and Career employment available. No experience
necessary. For employment program call 1·206-634-0468 ext.
C5738
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 215

TWO FEMALES WANTED TO
SHARE LARGE HOUSE.
CHEAP REN~ CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. WANTED FOR SUM·
MER, FALL, OR BOTH. CALL
348-1803.
_ _ __ _ _ __ _ 215

Professional babysitter/nanny
needed weekends Effingham.
Six children ages 1-11. Early
childhood, Education ma1ors
preferred. Meets requirement
for working with children. Only
SERIOUS need apply. Budgetel
Inn,_
Effingham.
Ask for
Doris.
_
__ _ __
__
_ 215
ATTENTION STUDENTS: Earn
extra cash stuffing envelopes at
home. All materials provided.
Send SASE to National
Distributors P 0. Box 9643,
Springfield,
MO
65801
Immediate response.
_ __ _ _ __ __ 2110

AoornON
RIDE.s/RJDUS
ROOMMATlS
SUBl.lSSORS

PAAT·TIME READER ASSIS·
TANT NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
FOR BLIND PERSON. TYPING
SKILLS AND ABILITY TO READ
ALOUD A MUST. CALL 345-4715
OR
581-6656
_ _
_ __ _ _ _ __ 215

fOR RENT
fOR SAU
LOST~ FOUND
ANNOUNC£M£NTS

o!~;

- - - - -- - - - VB

SuBLf.SSOl.S
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEED·
ED FOR SPRING '93 • $135
PEA MONTH, OWN ROOM .
CALL 348·5259
----~---~215
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEED·
ED ASAP! Own room . Near
campus. Low utilities. $140/mo.
Call
348-0205
__
_ _ _ __ _ _218

Female sublessor needed for
summer. Royal Heights . #138
per month . 348·1183. Ask for
Kirsta.
-215
FEMALE SUBLESSOA NEED·
ED FOR SPA 93. 1 BLOCK
FROM CAMPUS. OWN ROOM.
RENT IS NEGOTIABLE. CALL
345-2784.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 215

Classified Ad Form
Name:
Address: _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

D

Yes

D

No

Dates to run - -- - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

Under Classification of; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

Payment:

0

l.J Cash

0

Check

--~....,,...--.,.---517

1508 1st St. 1 block North of
O'Brien field . 10 mos lease. 6
bedroom house for 8 girls.
Great furniture . $175 each
Washer & dryer included. Call
Jan or Charlotte. Eads Realty.
345·2113.
- -- - ___ __ _ 517
Waddell Apts. 1 block North of
Kreckers on 4th St. 3 bedroom
Apl. for 3 persons. Rent paid by
semester only. $135 per person.
10 mos. lease. security locked
building. Call Jan or Charlotte.
Eads Realty. 345-2113

Friday's

Sublessors needed: 2 person, 2
bedroom, spacious, air. Call
348-6090
_ __ __ __ __ _ 215

Eastern News

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _Students

Morton Park Apartments now
leasing for fall . 2 Bedroom com·
pletely furnished. Ceiling lens.
Very nice furniture and carpet·
ing. Close to campus. 10 month
lease Water, garbage, and
cable TV included in rent $210
each for 2 or $160 each for 3
345-4508.
_ _ _ _ ca1/26.27,28.211.2,3
Nice, close to campus. furnished houses for 93-94 school
year Two people per bedroom,
1o 1/2 mo. lease, $175/mo.,
345·3148. Evenings.
- - - - - -- - - _ 517
Rooms $150/month, utilities:
Women ONLY Intersession,
Summer, Fall & Spring
Sessions-Call Pat Novak (708)
789-3772.
_ _ __ V19
Microwave oven rental $25 for
Spring Semester plus $1 O
deposit 820 Lincoln Street.
348-7746

Credit

Check number _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec·
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 1O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid m advance
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or In bad taste.

ACROSS
1 Appalling

•Diamond stats.
10 Genie's abode
1• Hooded jacket
uAMaxwell
11Seaweed
gelatin
11 lnsomniac's
relief
18 Clear of blame
200verhead
railways
21 Deposed
22Wrath
23 Melancholy
Dane
21Red head :
1917-24
28 Looked intently

Alpha Sigma Tau
ad should
have read

24 W. Buchanan. Aldo Roma
Apts 1 bedroom apartments for
1 or 2 persons. Utilities lnclud·
ed. 11 1/2 mos. lease. $325 for
1 person or $185 each for 2
persons. Call Jan or Charlotte
345·2113. Eads Realty
517
New apts., one, two, & three
bdrm. Great for grad. student or
married couples. Ask for Jim at
345-1556 or 345-2919

VB
Apartments & Houses available
for Fall '93. 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms. Call for info. & appointment. 345-7286, M-F. 8 :30·5,
Sat. 9·12.
- - - - - - - - - 2112

ALL UTlLITIES PAID, 2
room apartments for
Close to EIU . 10 m
CALL CAMPUS RE
3100 between 3-9 p.m.

The Eastern News
regrets the error.

Pleue Note: Campus Clips are run free ol charge ONE DAY ONLY
NON-PROFIT event, i.e. bake sales or raffleS. All Chps should be
to The Dady Eastem News office by NOON one buslnea day
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event,) Clips submitted after
WILL NOT be pubUahed. No clips wlll be taken by phone. Any Cfp
I eglble or cootalns cooflicting lnforrnatiOn wlU not be pubflshed.

!Ml Certain hound

59 Singer Torme
12 Restore to office
8' Solder, In a way

•Stupefy
87 Got by, barely
MVery
unconventional
69Sawb1ll
10 Ghostly
11 Move stealthily

DOWN
1 Church section

2Street of
screams:
10/29/29
3 Bathe and
primp
•Haw.
instrument
sSwimming
distance in a
pool
8 Variety show
7 Paint bubble
8 Berlin's "Say It
-so·
•Nigerian singer
i.::::.~i..:;:.i~_,~-=1-.:. oiiiiit"=+;;+;o;+...:.+=-t 10 Varnish
ingredient
-..~.=+=-t.iiiiiil.• 11 Encore
i2 Mother Comb.
form

2' First Family of
Mexico· 1851-53
25 Confront
27 Maroons
28 Moccasins
29 Part of E.S.G.
31 Bro. and sis
UThesun
34 Quiz answer
•Impasse
37 Head: Fr.
31 Bauxite and prlll
40 Suffix with south

42 Annapolis sch.
45Cyclone
415eamen
••Behave
so Celtic poets
s1 Abreast the
middle of a
sh1p·sside
52 Clutch or catch

54 Indigent

s1Su1tto-

saPurpose

eo Pound or Stont
e1 Onionlike pllnt
A Unworn
M Jackson and
01ddley
u Hose mishap

FEBRUARY

MONDAY
P.M.
WTW0-2
6:00 Inside Eci!ion
6:30 Murphy Brown
7:00 Ffesh Pnnce
7:30 Blo&som
8:00 Movle.trs
8:30 No!hing Personal
9:00
9:30
10:00 News
10:30 TOfight

93·94 SCHOOL YEAR,
SUMMER 93. 1, 2. 3,
BEDROOM APART
ALSO HOUSES AVAi
CALL BAND K RENt
345-6621 (LEAVE ME
NO ANSWER OR C
8349)

E.A.R.T.H. WILL HAVE a meeting Monday at 6 p.m 1n Blair
Elections tonight Please attend All things are inter
Everyone welcomel
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a St. Vincent dePu
tonight at the Newman Center at 7 p.m. For rides call 348-018&:
CPCCO WILL HAVE an executive meeting at 5:30 p.m. and I
meeting at 6:30 p.m. Monday at McDonald's Panther Lair 111
MATH ENERGY STEERING Committee meeting Monday at 1
Old Main 306.
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL and Allies Union will have a
Monday at 6:30 p.m. in Coleman 228.
INTERVARSITY PRAYER MEETING will be held Monday at 8
the Shelbyville room in the Union. Come join us as we pray for
ferent areas that effect all of us.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS PLAY begins Monday for Volleybll
p.m. on the SAC basketball courts.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS PLAY begins Monday for bowling II
in the University Bowling Lanes.
DELTA SIGMA Pl will have a meeting Monday at 6 p.m
Charleston/Mattoon room Professional attire required .
BLACK STUDENT UNION will kick off Black History
Wednesday. Feb. 3 at 8 p.m There will be a movie shown 111
American Cullural Center All are welcome.
UNIVERSITY BOARD WILL have a full UB movie's committee
in the Video Lounge at 7:30 p.m. Monday.
JUNIOR HIGH MAJORS Club will have an exciting lnformatioNI
Ing Monday at 7 p.m. in the Effingham room of the Union.
ideas given outl

Local Founder's Day

30 Ruhrc1ty
33 Palmer of the
links
34 The Bee Gees
35 Ratio words
39 Bunch
41 Boast
'3Clan
4'Furrows
.c List of
candidates
'1 Objector to
·nattenng
nabobs"
49 Anoints, old
style
50 Jerome Hines.
e.g.
53 If
ss Mary Todd's
beau

Now leasing for fall:
room furnished apa
McArthur Manor Apa
913-917 Fourth St. 345.

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-10, 9

WILL-12, 12

LIFE-13

Fox-8, 55

DISC-9

WEIU-29, 51

News
Entmt. To111gh1

News

SponsCenter

Ouantum Leap

Desigring Women

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved

Nigh1 Coull

Married •••

College Baskelb.11

Mystenes

Cheers

Tombs Below
Aruba

Reading Rainbow
Club Connect

Evening Shade
HeartsAWe

Comm Prog
Amei O&tec:llve

GeorgetOV<n at
SI. John's

Mulder. She
Wrote

Cosmic ChaHenge

Travels

LA.Law

MoYie.

Na1ural World

Murphy Brown
LOY8&War

Movie: Kiss
of a K1Uer

MISSOlm al

WWF Wresting

Tuskegee Giants

Kansas

Northern Exposure

News

News

M'A'S'H

LGw Connection

SportsCentilf

Jeffolsoris

Nobody's Foot

Ameocan Giants

American
Experience

MC7>'1e·
Mary Jane Haiper

Ch1ntum leap

News

Renaissance

Cried Last Nigh!

Star Trek: Deep
Spaceline

WOOaabe

MacGyver

N'ight Court
Kojak

Being Served?

Th#tysomelhing

Cheers
Studs

Natural Wor1d

Movte

Full.Ire Flight

Bonanza

Strange:

Jack Benny

M~

Movie

MON g

ASSIDED ADVERTISING
....____fOR_RDIT
_ ____.__.I I ANNouNaMoos I I ANNouNaMoos I
houses 1806,
t; 1022, 1036
210 3rd Street; 5
, 314 Polk; 2 bed·
t, 415 Harrison.

-=--:::----2/15
2-3 persons to
older home for
ool year. Nice,
, and furnished.
a month per permonths. Utllltles,
and use of washer
ncluded. (Women
-6675
_ _ _ _ _211
t. extra nice.
. Year lease 345-

1993-94 School year, 3 bedroom house, 1718 10th. 2
blocks from Union. 348-0440,
581-6927.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2115

TV-Quasar 25" console-$175.
Stereo: receiver, turntable, speakers-$75. 1981 Chevrolet Malibu
station wagon $750. Trade for?
345-4426

_________sn

Man's silver/gold wedding nng$150. Man's sliver Bulova
Accutron watch $225. Woman's
full length fur coat-$100. Trade
for? 345-4426

$200 REWARD! 12 year old
miniature silver schnauzer dog
named Heidi lost on Thursday
p.m. - Seneca Drive - CaU Howard
Eads 345-4364 or 345-2113.
----~---~·211
Pair of plaid gloves found in LO
room. Clalm at Student
Publications Buslness Office.
--------~·211

1~1
2115
~N:=
E -:-M:-:A-:-:N-:-A-=-G=EM,.-:ENT
ENTS AVAILABLE
93-94. CALL 345-

~-:-----=-c:---:,....:517
year, 7 bedroom
uth of Lincoln, 2
Union. 345-4483,

Daytona, Padre. Cancun,
Bahamas. Good prices for the
college budget. Call Todd at 3485538. Leave message If no
answer.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2128
Mary Kay Products. Right on
Campus. A full hne of products in
stock. Call Angela at 581-3893.
Free facials!
---------'215
ATTN STUDENTS; STUDENT
GOV'T IS LOOKING FOR STU·
DENTS TO JOIN THE UNIVERSITY UNION BOARD AND THE
APPORTIONMENT BOARD. IF
YOU ARE INTERESTED, CALL
581·5522 OR STOP BY ROOM
201 IN THE UNION.

KEVIN ST. ANGEL: HAPPY 21ST
BIRTHDAY TO THE SWEETEST
GUY THAT I LOVE TO HUG.
THAT'S FOR REALI DZ LOVE,
TAMARA.
---c---------211
Sweet Pea: Happy 2151 Birthday.
Time to break out of your Sheltered life in Rantoul and party in
the Big Cities. Look out for the
loover doors. Love Ya, Your
Roomies
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 211
Kevin St. Angel: Rumple Mlnze.
Tequila, and Jager as well, come
tomorrow you're gonna feel like
hell.
Happy
Birthday.
_____,,
_ _21st
__
_ _ _ _ 211
TINA TABAR: Congratulations on
going active. Love your A-Dad,
Mike A.
-211
VICKY BRYANT: Your an awesome A·G sis. Congratulations on
going active. Love, Mike A.
-.,...--------211
Michelle Dodson of AST,
Congratulations on your activation! You're the best daughter and
your parents are so proud! Love,
Melisa and Derek

--

_211

Welcome new pledges, it's time
for some funl ESA love, Lisa

211

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
NEW INITIATES OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA. YOU ALL DE·
SERVED TO BECOME ACTIVES
OF THE BEST HOUSE ON CAM·
PUS. l'M LOOKING FORWARD
TO THIS SEMESTER. LOVE,
WILLY

211

T~H-=E-M~E~N-O_F_S-IG_M_A-'PHI

EPSILON would hke to thank the
LADIES OF DELTA ZETA for their
help during rush.
--------~·211

The Daily
Eastern News
now accepts

MasterCard
and

The
Dally

Name:
Address:
State: _ _ Zip:

City:
Phone:
Date:

New:

needs. For more
information call

SEVERSON: Your kid loves you!
You guys are the best, thanks for
everything. Love, Krista

581-2812

_ _ _ _ _ _ _211

Calvin and Hobbes

Renew: ___

LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Summer _ _ Fall _ _Spring ___ Full Year ___
$16

$32

Amount Paid $

$60
$32
Cash _ _Check
--

Make checks payable to:
Student Publications
127 Buzzard Building
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920

for all your

KARRl·HAPPY BIRTHDAY! NOW
YOU'RE 191.JEANIE
211
-K--R'""1s=-T=-E_N_H_U_M_K__E_a_n_d____
ERIC

Eastern News

Subscription Form

VISA
CI.ASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

DAY
FEB. 1, 1993
THE DAILY fAsrERN NE'M

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:
Name:
Address:
City:

State: _ _ Zip:

Phone:

by Bill Watterson

--------~·213

,........-,----=-::-.,.-213

house OR split Into
ts of six bedrooms
. Low utilities. 2
ers. available sum. Can 234-4831 . Six
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 215

NSSLHA Pull-Over jackets are in.
They have EIU in sign language.
Contact Angle Collier (348-0885)
or Danlelle Gayton (348· 7632).
First come, first serve. Get them
nowl!I
--------~·211
ESA Zetas congrats on going
active. You made me proud!
Love, Lisa
--------~·211

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1 .00
!'Ille 1for $1 Is avallable to any non-commercial indivldual who wishes to
m Items or Items (max. of 3 Items). All items must be pl'lced .
Nlrne:~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Address:

Phone:

- - - - - --

Dllesto run - - - - - - - - - - -

.....ge: (one word per line)

lbler Clasllftcation of:
Elcpiratlon code (office Ul8 only)

No. wonlsldays

Pereon accepting Id - - ~---

Amount due:$ _ _ __

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Prices escalate at Super Bowl
Editors note: The following article was contributed by EIU graduate Michael Welsh, now a
resident of Glendale, Calif. He is currently the
Senior Feature Writer with Faces International
Maga:ine in Hollywood, and has a column in the
Charleston and Mattoon newspapers.
PASADENA, Calif. - Super Bowl XXVII was
about as much commercial hype as it was a battle
between the Cowboys and the Bills. This reporter.
living a stones throw from the Rose Bowl, ventured
out Sunday to get a close-up look at the atmosphere
surrounding the game - and a glimpse into the marketing of everything from hot dogs to hats at prices
that no one even flinched at paying.
One bad to park about six blocks from the site
and walk toward the arena. which sits in a valley
off a quiet residential section of Pasadena. As you
got closer, the commercialism got clearly evident.
A look skyward gave you a vision of no Jess than a
squadron of aircraft of various descriptions. There
were four blimps - advertising Metropolitan Life
Insurance, Budweiser Beer, Fuji Film and, of
course, Goodyear Tires. Buzzing past them like
erratic flies were eight airplanes, with banners in
tow that resembled tails on kites that had suddenly
reacted to a bombardment of radiation of some sort
- they too had obviously caught Super Bowl Fever.
Five helicopters rounded out the number, some providing television coverage, others ensuring security.

As with any international event of this magnitude, prices were as high as the blimps overhead for everything from the smallest snack to the most
prized of football memorabilia.
A 2 1/4-ounce bag of popcorn, enough for about
two bites, was selling for fifty cents. To wash it
down, you could purchase a 4-ounce Coke (one of
the official sponsors) in a plastic cup printed with
the Super Bowl X:XVTI logo, for $1.00. Hot dogs
were $2.00 each.
In the keepsake souvenir stands, the least expensive item available was a three-inch diameter pin
printed with both the Bills and Cowboys logos, for
only $2.00. A brass-plated keychain made in the
shape of a game ticket could be yours for only
$8.00 each. T-shirts were going for $ 18.00 a pop,

with your choice of a single team or both teams
competing for space. Sweatshirts came in a variety
of colors, and also featured your choice of Buffalo.
Dallas or both, and were a bargain at $35.00.
One section of the stands were devoted to memorabilia not readily available anywhere else. as evidenced by the price tags. Autographed photos of
various star players from both the NFL and AFL.
complete wi th fra mes, were going for $70.00
apiece, and a limited number of autographed footballs, complete with certificates of authenticity.
were yours if you had $125.00 in extra change.
Moving on to another stand, a plastic mug with
the Super Bowl logo was only $4.00, a shot glass
with a pewter Rose Bowl emblem was $ 14.00, and
a solid pewter stein was priced at $65.00.
A couple of vendors right outside the grounds
explained that they had contacted the merchandise
manufacturers, who in tum had received official
licenses from the teams and the NFL to market the
products. Each item had to carry either a trademark, or, in the cases of some apparel items, a
sticker certifying the validity of the piece. The
stickers alone cost each vendor $2.00, which figured into your purchase price.
And then, if you were among the desperate few
who could afford it, you could actually buy a ticket
to the game from a scalper for a cool $ 1,000.
This reporter was happy enough to buy a pin and
a mug - and as I was starting to leave, happened
upon a Coca-Cola driver who was refurbishing
supplies to a concession stand. As the crowd inside
roared, I mentioned to him that I was a writer who
had come to soak up the atmosphere. He told me
that he had something that would really be something to write about, and disappeared momentarily
inside his truck. He emerged with a box that was
wrapped with the Super Bowl XXVIl emblem and
contained something heavy. Upon arriving home in
time to watch the game wrap up on TV. I opened
the box to discover two cans of Coke printed
respectively with the Cowboys and Bills logos and
a souvenir cloisonne pin commemorating the game.
That was something I knew not everyone had
access to, and will be put into the china cabinet as a
reminder of a truly special day as only Southern
California could pull it off.

9 Month Lease
Fall 93 to Spring 94
•
•
•
•

CIPS
• Central Air
Studio, 1-2-3 Bdrm
• 24 Hr. Mainten
Furnished
• Balconies
Laundry Facilities
• Free Off-Street P
• Swimming Pool & Sun Deck

LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
(Across From Carman Hall)

345-6000
2219 S. 9th St. #17

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
~

Eric Hurelbrink Sean Gilliam
3.5 and above

Brad Costanzo
Pete Kates
Doug Koester

Brian Mercer
Bryan Miller
Jamie Welton

3.0 and above

Jon Bailey
Sean O'Connor
Jeff Buenker
Derik Poitevint
Mitch Gibson
Dave Reccia
Chuck Rickman
Pat Grenda
Mike Haase
Mike Ring
Sean Kehoe
Joe Runtz
Ken Krause
Tony Xanders
Jeff Ludwig

Good Job Gentlemen!

Congratulations to the 1993

GREEK WEEK OVERALL
&

Committee Co-Chairs
OVERALL - Boyd Bradshaw
Dana Wolff

WICKED 1993
T
F

0

E

A

WITH

U

T

u
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SPECIAL

R

N

G

GUESTS

I
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15 7:30 P.M.

AIR BAND

Andy Harmon
Anna Van Scoyoc

ELECTIONS

Darren White
Kathy Lockie

AWARDS

Chad Ashby
Colleen Murphy

PUBLIC
RELATIONS

Troy Swanson
Amy Schlueter

BOOKLET

Mike Wombacher
Kelly Behrens

RULES&
GAMES

Bob Cohn
Mike Paul
Mindy Stone
Jen Kominowski

COLLEGIATE Brad Winn
BOWL
Cathy Harley

COMMUNITY Dave Loebach
SERVICE Erin Sanders
UNITY

Brian Van Vooren
Jody Daniliuk

MONEY
MAKING

Vito D'Astici
Mike Daniels
Gail Valker
Jenn Schilsky

GREEK SING Chad Bandy
Catie Ramke
PHILANTHROPY Nick Carrillo
Kris Cherry

AUDITOR

Steve Larsen

SECRETARIES Jim Halcomb
Amy Schroeder

SPIRIT &
Mike Hampton
ACTIVITIES Michelle Eiskant

CONGRATULATIONS!!
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as the lineup that Northeastern was
using.
Troy Collier. Steven Nichols.
Michael Odumuyiwa. C.J. Williams and Derek Kelley were the
five that Samuels called on to bring
the Panthers back.
The Panther substirutes started to
slowly slice into the Nonheac;tem
lead and after Collier connected on
a running jump shot in the lane. the
Panthers held a 52-51 lead with
6:38 remaining.
Both teams exchanged baskets
and a dunk by Nichols with 3: 18

left lied the game at 58.
After that the game was decided
at the free throw line. Northeac;1em.
which was in the double bonus,
connected on eight of 14 attempts
in the final three minutes and
Eastern only made one of three
attempts.
Even though Northeascem pulled
away down the stretch, Samuels
dido 't think that the second group.
which shot 57 percent in the second
half. got tired.
"That group plays a lot in practice and their conditioning level is

pretty good," he said. "l thought
that they played hard enough chat
they deserved lo try to win the
game. I thought that they were
going to come closer than the other
group."
Collier was brightest of the
Panther stars that came off the
bench. He scored eight points and
dished out seven assists in 23
mintues of action. the most minutes
logged by any Panther.
"I can't feel too good because we
lost," said Collier, a junior from
Danvi1le. "Coach wasn't happy

with the starters and it it our job to
come in and do what they didn't
..
do.
t-0 ichols finished with nine
points. Williams had six, Kelley
four and Odumuyiwa two. Curtis
Leib, who came off the bench for
the second game in a row. finished
with 12 points, but was in foul trouble for most of the game.
Louis Jordan led the Panthers
with 13 points and six rebounds.
Eastern (6- ll) is back in MidCon action Monday at WtSconsinGreen Bay in a 7:35 p.m. game.

Son Light
Power Gym

d-bye missed messages.
Hello every call.

15 Tans for $~5 or
unlimited for 1
month for $25
If You're Tired of The Lantz Gym
Attitude Try Coming To a Real
Gym!
$20 a month or $65 a semester

519 7th St.

0.

345-1544

(ti)
Panther's

-

TONIGHT!

50¢
CANS
NO COVER!

When you're out and someone's calling in ...

11RRRR1NoRINGR· ,
RING
in9·
you need The Answer, voice
messaging from Consolidated
Communications. Whether it's
your family, friends, classmates or
profesSors on the line, it's The Answer
to every call. No tapes, no machines.
No blips, no bother. Your caller gets
your personal message recorded in
your own voice. It's clear, crisp and
convenient. And it's available
right now to EIU on-campus residents.
All you need is a touch-tone phone.

BBBZZZ zzZ Bzzzzzz
bZzzzB
Zz
If you're on the line when that important
someone calls, they'll never get a busy
signal. The Answer answers every call and
takes a message even when you' re on the
phone. Then, using a private

password, you can retrieve your messages, from
any phone, any~here.
Cf;

R1NQ rinnngg! Cle
Hello? pOP! bzzzzz
Even if you remember to turn on
your answering machine, you
can never be sure your caller's
message will be recorded. With The
Answer, you'll get all of your
messages, every time. So, if you're
an EIU on-campus resident. you
can toss out those tapes and
mothball those machines. And get
The Answer, today.

The Daily
Eastern
News

To order The Answer or for more information, call:

Is Looking for

1-800-879-2135

SPORTS
WRITERS

tl.Consolidated
Communications
~

121 South 17th Street Mattoon. IL 61938

Contact
Keith or
Ryan at
581-2812
for more
information.

Cowboys claim Super Bowl XX
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) - It was quicker
than anyone could imagine.
Three seasons ago, the Dallas Cowboys
were the worst team in NFL history. Now
they're Super Bowl champions and they did
it with (our of the quickest touchdowns ever.
That left the Buffalo Bills as the first team
to lose three straight Super Bowls and the
NFC's supremacy intact - nine straight NFL
titles, seven in overwhelming fashion. this
time 52-17.
With MVP Troy Aikman throwing for
four touchdowns and Charles Haley and
Ken Norton leading a defense that forced a
record nine turnovers, lhe Cowboys scored
two touchdowns 15 seconds apart in lhe first

• Eastern graduate experiences atmosphere
surrounding Super Bowl XXVll. See page 1O
period of Sunday's Super Bowl and two
more 18 seconds apart in lhe second.
"Our defense is somebody now," Norton
said of a unit lhat had no Pro Bowlers to six
for Dallas' offense. "Everybody knows who
we are... Along with Aikman, the defense
was the factor that made Buffalo lhe first
team to lose three straight Super Bowls after
becoming just the second team to make it
three straight times.
"You always wonder why, why us?" said

Buffalo quarterback Jim Kelly, who was
knocked out of the game with 6:52 in the
first half when he resprained his right knee.
"We turned the ball over nine times and you
can't beat a college team doing that." Two
of Aikman 's TD passes went to Michael
Irvin and one each co Jay Novacek and
Alvin Harper as the NFC East won the
Super Bowl for the third straight year, a
record. The three winners were different Dallas, Washington and the New York

"Early on, the whole team w
uptight," said Aikman, who was
for 273 yards. "This is the gr
that I've ever had in my life
every player could feel it"
There was another first - Jimmy
became the first coach ever to ·
national college title and a Super
It was the Cowboys' third S
victory. but their first in 15 y
Johnson got his just reward - a
his players at the 2-minure warning
his hairsprayed coiffure unch
mussed.

Eagles complicate 'simple' gamepla
Panthers
inconsistent
70-67 loss t
Northeaste
By DON O'BRIEN
Staff writer

Rick Samuels is trying to
things simple for his Pan
"A teacher I had in my
philosophy class in college
about the KISS method Simple Stupid," Samuels
"I'm trying to make the
simple as I can, but we
struggling."
Against Northeastern
Samuels tried to keep it ·
even used an entirely d"
lineup in the final 14 ·
the game to get the Panthen
As simple as he tried to
the Panthers still failed to
with a victory. North
Illinois. an independent
its third year of Division I
ball , was able to hold
Panthers for a 70-67 vie
Lantz Gym Saturday night
The Panthers were never
get into the swing of
Eastern shot 36 percent in
half, but trailed by only
33, at the half.
Northeastern, which is
MIKE ANSCHEUTZ/Senior photographer
Sophomore guard Derrick Landrus tries to fight off Northeastern's 'Zach Phillips (24) and Shawn Harlan (33) during the Panthers' 70-67 loss
to the Golden Eagles Saturday night at Lantz Gym.

Lady Panthers lose to UWGB
By RYAN GIUSTI
Associate sports editor
Although coaches and teams never like losing,
Eastem's women's basketball team came out of
Saturday's 68-54 conference road loss to WisconsinGreen Bay feeling pretty good.
"I thought we played well (Saturday) against a very
good ball team, especially on the defensive end,"
Eastern coach Barbara Hilke said. "It seemed like we
played 40 minutes without having a letdown for the
first time all season."
The loss snapped a one-game conference win streak
for the Lady Panthers who dropped to 2-14 overall and
1-6 in the Mid-Continent Conference.
The Lady Panthers stayed close in the first half,
going into halftime trailing 28-21. But early in the second half the Lady Phoenix went on 164 run and took a
46-29 lead with 12:50 left to play.
"Even when we weren't scoring tonight, we hung in
there and played hard at the defensive end. That was

encouraging to see," Hilke said.
The Lady Panthers had trouble solving the
Wisconsin-Green Bay defense which ranks No. I in
the Mid-Con. Eastern shot a respectable 43 percent
from the floor but attempted only 49 shots.
Sophomore point guard Nicky Polka was the leading
scorer for Eastern, pouring in a season-high 14 points.
It was the second consecutive game she has set a season-high scoring mark. Polka was 2-2 on 3-point
attempts, banded out five assists but committed 15
turnovers.
"Nicky provided us with some outside shooting, but
we still need to find somebody else who can step up
and help take that load off of her," Hilke said.
Freshman Missy Beck made her presence felt for
Eastern. She was a perfect 3-3 shooting from the floor,
grabbed four defensive rebounds and was credited with
three blocked shots.
Senior co-<:aptain Sherie! Brown, who was averaging 25 points per game over her last three games, was
held to 10 points Saturday.

Wrestlers strugg
through weeken
By JEFF GLADE
Staff writer

It was a long weekend for the
Eastern wrestling team, coming up
on the short end of a pair of road
matches against the University of
Illinois and Southwest Missouri
State.
At Southwest on Sunday, the
Panthers dropped at 31-15 decision to the Bears, winning only
three of the 10 matches on the day
- one of those being Eirik
Gustafson's win at 118 by forfeit
Other winners were Joe
Daubach at 142, winning by tech-

nical fall with a score of 1
the 6:38 mark, and Stan
190, winning a major d
with a score of 12-0.
The luck was no be
Champaign on Friday, as
started out strong, but
proved no match for the
dropping a 23-12 decision.
Gustafson at 118, Dave
126 and Brian Klene at 134
Panthers off on the right
winning the first three
classes of the day, but then
would only manage one
on the day, that being Rich
at 177.

